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This final year project was carried out for EasyAntiCheat Oy. The main goal of the project was to compare the available solutions for Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD), choose the tool that best suits the current project needs, and implement it in practice.

The study is based on the principles of Development Operations (DevOps) and the ideas and core values that stand behind the DevOps movement. Eight popular CI tools were chosen for comparison and their advantages and disadvantages were studied. One option was chosen based on hosting options, configuration options, prices and integration with the git repository manager already used by the case company.

Based on the results, GitLab CI was selected and integrated with the current version control system. During the case study, automation of testing, building and deployment were achieved. One GitLab Docker Runner was setup to run the pipeline, which includes the following stages: install, test, build, and deploy to production. Further development of the project may focus on creating a staging environment and closer integration with the company's messenger application.
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1 Introduction

Creating applications is a complex process that includes several elements: planning, prototyping, design, writing code, testing, fixing errors, continued testing, and finally shipping it into production. In this process there are three independent groups of participants: developers, testers and the operations department. Each of these groups performs its own tasks and uses different criteria to assess the efficacy of its work. For developers, this is the speed of coding and the number of functions implemented in the program code, for testers – the number of errors and bugs detected, for the operation department – the stability of the systems and the minimum failure rate. Such a model of work often leads to a conflict of interests: the first party tries to write the code quickly and send it to the testers for quality assurance, the testers check and test the code as long as necessary to reveal all the bugs, and the third party, the operations department is hesitant to make large changes to the code, because these changes have the potential to open the entire IT infrastructure up to serious risks. As a result, the entire process of creating applications stretches for an unacceptably long time. Because business need to be as flexible and client-oriented as possible, releasing new products and services in a timely manner is imperative to their survival and success.

Instead of shipping one major version of software once or twice per year, software companies are continuously shipping new versions in smaller increments. This is especially relevant in web development where services are provided online and can be updated on a nightly basis. Users want to have new features and bug fixes (which is even more important) as fast as possible. In this fast-paced development environment, continuous integration and continuous deployment need to be seamless.

Existing realities literally require software development to further reduce project implementation time: from the origin of the idea to the release of the finished product, while not degrading its quality. With an enviable periodicity, customers are asking to implement the project “yesterday”, so that someone else cannot copy their idea “today”. A shrinking development timeline coupled with a limited budget causes increased pressure on developers and the DevOps services on which they depend.
The aims of this report are to describe principles and benefits of DevOps, illustrate how DevOps techniques can improve and simplify process of development and deployment, and review which technologies can be used to implement continuous integration and continuous delivery in live development environments.

This thesis contains 5 chapters. The second chapter describes DevOps; what it is, and what are its benefits. The third chapter discusses the DevOps tech stack and the tools which are available to those wishing to apply DevOps practices in their projects. The fourth chapter contains a case study of the integration of DevOps tools at EasyAntiCheat Oy. The final chapter describes results of the case study and potential future improvements to the DevOps integration.
2 Theoretical Background

2.1 DevOps Definition

DevOps is an acronym derived from development and operations. DevOps is a practice aimed at the active integration of operations and development engineers, and unification and mutual integration of their work processes during the entire service lifecycle of a software project, from design to development, to production support. In addition to a set of various tools and technologies, DevOps is also a cultural and professional movement aimed at cultural changes within companies and improving mutual understanding and cooperation between the participants of the development process. [1]

The history of DevOps started in 2008 from the talk on “Agile Infrastructure” by Andrew Clay Shafer and Patrick Debois at Agile 2008 conference in Toronto, Canada. Later, Patrick Debois organized technical conference called “Devopsdays” in Ghent, Belgium in 2009. The main topics of Devopsdays are the intersection between software development and IT infrastructure operations. Since then, Devopsdays events have multiplied and the term DevOps was popularized through them. [2]

The main problem that DevOps is aiming to solve is slow and ineffective delivery. The main purpose of DevOps is to reduce the cost of the development process by automating and integrating operations into the general flow that allow developers focus more on development. [3]

DevOps is an approach to the delivery of software based on the Lean and Agile principles [4]. In this approach, all stakeholders (business units, development units, quality assurance units and operating units) work together, organizing the delivery of software and considering feedback from real consumers. The principles of DevOps allow teams to deliver applications in a more efficient way and to base changes and improvements on feedback from real consumers [5, 27].

DevOps applies the principles of Lean development, a concept of project management, based on the desire to eliminate all types of losses. The same as Lean production, DevOps involves each employee in the process of optimizing the business and maximizing customer focus. [6]
DevOps is inspired by Agile, a flexible approach to development. The essence of the Agile can be summarized as follows: development is carried out in short cycles called iterations; at the end of each iteration, the customer receives a valuable application (or part of it) that can be used in business; the development team cooperates with the customer throughout the project; changes in the project are welcomed and quickly included in the work. Each iteration itself is like a small software project and includes all the tasks necessary to produce a minimal increase in functionality: planning, requirements analysis, design, programming, testing and documentation. Although a single iteration is usually not enough to release a new version of the product, it is understood that a flexible software project is ready for release at the end of each iteration. [7]

DevOps is very similar in ideology with Agile. But instead of focusing on the code development, in DevOps we are focused on development of the configuration. Responsibility for configurations is transferred from the team of system engineers to the development team in such way that system engineers have control and confidence that the development team will do everything right.

Usually, in DevOps projects the roles are distributed as follows:

- Developer: write project code, implement feature requests, fix bugs
- Operations: maintain services, deployment, scaling, monitoring, troubleshooting, diagnosis, incident management

Agile helps to improve and simplify development process for developers by adding short iterations and more cooperation between teams. Figure 1 represents flow of agile development process.
DevOps’ role is to take the workflow, depicted on Figure 1, as a basis, automate testing, deployment and monitoring stages. Basically, DevOps workflow is Agile workflow plus continuous integration and continuous delivery. Figure 2 shows DevOps workflow.
As illustrated in Figure 2, Agile workflow, which is shown in blue, is complemented by continuous integration' and continuous delivery' stages, which are shown in orange. Continuous Integration (CI) is a practice of software development, which consists of the implementation of frequent automated project deployments for the early identification and solution of integration problems. And continuous delivery (CD) is an automated process to deliver a software package to an environment. [10]

2.2 Core Values of DevOps

DevOps' core values are usually described with the CAMS abbreviation. It stands for culture, automation, measurement and sharing. [11]

DevOps breaks barriers between teams, placing focus on people and their interactions above processes and tools. Honesty, openness, and sincerity are the most valuable parts of a DevOps team. It is encouraged to ask questions and to share knowledge, lessons and discoveries. Behavior that helps to optimize processes and understand why existing processes fail, is supported and rewarded. Promoting a safe environment for innovation and productivity is a key challenge for management. [12]

Automation brings the system in order. It helps to intelligently describe the changes that are made to the environment. To understand what should be changed in the product, the team uses constantly collected logs, statistics and feedback. Analysis of the work process is constantly being done, the history of changes is reviewed to understand whether the app is getting better and whether the right direction is chosen. [12]

2.3 Principles of DevOps

The set of DevOps principles can be called “The Three Ways”. This name came from Gene Kim, one of the authors of “The DevOps Handbook” and “The Phoenix Project: A Novel About IT, DevOps, and Helping Your Business Win.”. Those three ways are: systems thinking, culture of experimentation and learning and feedback. [13]

Organizations that follow DevOps principles think in systems. And the organization itself is a system, so all the teams in the organization work together to achieve the common goal, to release a reliable software. Developers are focused on the entire process, as
opposed to focusing only on the performance of their own team or department. It means having in mind the full lifecycle of code changes that the team has made, how it can affect on other teams in production pipeline and customers. It includes never passing known bugs down to the other teams, never allowing local optimization to create global degradation, instead focusing on bottlenecks, always seeking to increase the flow and achieve a deeper understanding of the system. [5, 15-16]

Another side of system thinking is that people make mistakes and people should have the right to make mistakes. Instead of blaming someone in case of failure, there should be investigation of the causes. The failure means that the system that allowed those code changes to go in production is not good enough. The system should be improved to catch such cases. [14]

Thinking about software projects from a system-level perspective helps to create a culture of experimentation and learning inside an organization. Experimentation, taking risks without the fear of retribution, learning from failure, gathering feedback from the all channels: between peers in one team, from other teams, from customers, allow to improve the product and provide services that are valuable to its clients.

2.4 Benefits of DevOps

Companies who adopt DevOps practices gain many technical and organizational advantages. Some of these are as follows:

- **Increased stability and quality.** When all members of the team have the same configured development environment, which mocks the actual production environment as close as possible, the integration of continuous testing is expedited. This continuous testing allows for faster and more frequent release cycles and for problems and failures to be more readily identified. [15]

- **Increased organizational effectiveness.** More time is spent to increase the value and quality of the product. [16]

- **Improved customer experience.** The ability to receive continuous feedback and more quickly introduce it into the development of the project leads to increased revenues and increased customer satisfaction. [17]
• **Faster time to market, fast reaction to changing market and customer demands.** The ability to maintain high rates of deployment is transformed into business value in two main ways: how fast can an organization move from an idea to something that can be transferred to the customer and how many experiments the organization can conduct simultaneously. High rates of deployment make it possible to conduct the experiment quickly and almost continuously. [18]

• **Automation.** Simply replacing manual procedures with automated ones makes infrastructure management more efficient. It increases your deployment rate and the ease with which you manage all your resources, either on premises, in the cloud, or in a hybrid environment. Quick response to changing business needs is essential. Automation allows you to scale up or down in response to demand. Automation ensures configuration is consistent across your network, so every developer has the same environment and new developers can easily install work environment and start working. Consistency gives you more control, and control reduces risk. The immediate benefit is that you have a standardized process for provisioning servers. [19, 6]

• **High level of communication between departments and between team members.** The business value is brought to the foreground for all departments. [20]

• **Reduced risk of change.** DevOps reduce the risk of change by making many small, incremental changes instead of fewer large ones. Small changes are easier to review and test. Since the scope of any change is small and generally isolated, it is much easier to fix possible errors or roll back to the previous version. [21]
3. DevOps Tech Stack

3.1 Flow from Development to Production

The adoption of the principles of DevOps changes the habitual project flow. Previously, developers of one team worked for a long time on their features, and all the accumulated changes were combined and sent in one large release. The complexity of the deployment process slowed the delivery of new changes and fixing of existing bugs. The use of the DevOps techniques allows to shorten the release cycle and simplify the delivery of changes. Figure 3 represents DevOps flow from development to production.

![Figure 3. Flow from development to production. Reprinted from Amazon AWS. [23]](image)

As illustrated in Figure 3, DevOps flow contains four stages: source control, build, staging, and production; and three processes: continuous integration, continuous delivery, and continuous deployment. After the developer finishes working with the feature and tests it locally, the feature branch is pushed to the repository, and the process of continuous integration is launched. The project is automatically built and tested by unit tests and any functional errors and integration errors are immediately identified. If this step was successful, the continuous delivery process starts. Continuous delivery extends the practice of continuous integration by ensuring that all code changes after the build phase are deployed in a test environment for feature branches and merge requests. After the successful testing and code review, the feature branch is merged to master branch and changes are deployed to a production environment. [22]
3.2 Continuous Delivery

Continuous Delivery (CD) is an approach to software development in which all changes, including new features, configuration changes, bug fixes and experiments - are delivered to production environment as quickly and safely as possible.

The term “continuous delivery of software” became firmly established in late 2010, after the release of the book of the same name by Jez Humble and David Farley. The book describes fairly simple ideas on how to make the process of delivering software so that it can be released after each commit. [24]

The main idea of continuous delivery is to build a pipeline (Deployment Pipeline), which allows each change in the version control system to get into the production environment in a standard and fully automated way. Hence potentially every change can be deployed into production. [25]

Continuous delivery allows developers to reduce the risks of releases by making software deployment a painless, secure event that can be performed at any time. By automating most operations, such as deployment, environment settings, testing, the time required to release a new functionality decreases.

Of course, it can never be ideal: Configuration Drift, impossibility to make a complete copy of production, different load profile in combat and development, different data in the database on different environments and other factors do not allow for a perfect or painless process. But in most of the cases it is enough to avoid typical problems and automate typical routine operations.

Another important advantage of adopting CD practices is improving the quality of the software. Spending only minutes on automatic tests, the team can spend more time on research testing, usability testing, performance testing, and security.

Any successful software products or services will change significantly during their life cycle. By investing in assembling, testing, deploying and automating the environment, a company reduces the cost of creating and delivering incremental software changes, eliminating many of the fixed costs associated with the software release process. Continuous delivery allows to deliver value to users in small but frequent batches. This allows to get
feedback from users as soon as possible, to test more hypotheses and deliver really valuable software. [26]

If changes are released in small batches, releases become an everyday event for the team. This event no longer causes panic and stress, but rather motivates, giving the opportunity to immediately see the results of their work.

All the advantages that CD gives have a beneficial effect on the development of the company, allowing it to pay more attention to the user’s problems, delivering new values as often as necessary, while maintaining a high level of quality. [25]

3.3 Configuration Management

An important advantage of DevOps is the use of the “configuration as code” principle. Developers are trying to create modular applications which maximize composability: such applications are more reliable and are easier to maintain. This principle is also applicable to the infrastructures in which applications are located, encompassing both cloud and local network resources of the company. [27]

Configuration management is a set of methods aimed at systematically considering the changes made by developers in the software product during its development and maintenance. Maintaining the integrity of the system after the changes, preventing unwanted and unpredictable effects, and formalizing the process of making changes are all goals of successful configuration management.

Configuration management answers the question: “Someone has already done something, how can we reproduce this?”. There are two main approaches to answer this question: golden image configuration, or a basic image configuration with an accompanying file containing the environment settings.

Golden image configuration requires more work in the beginning. It is immutable, so it is much faster to install but slow for regeneration. Basic image configuration with an accompanying file is lighter and has lighter build process. The startup process can be really slow, since all the integration is done at startup. Basic images are easier to update because the configuration is just a text file. Those options can be combined by including some dependencies that rarely change to the golden image and placing everything else
in the configuration file. This process can be combined with caching, where only the first startup will require more time and the cache will be updated only if some of the dependencies needs to be updated. [28]

3.4 Continuous Integration

In software development, Continuous Integration means that the product will continuously go through the iteration of the assembly, testing, and demo. In practice, continuous integration systems are implemented in the form of specialized software. Usually a server is allocated to the CI, or a license is purchased for online use.

There are a number of scenarios for using continuous integration systems, but most of them run on a similar line [29]:

- Build a new version of the product
- Testing a new version of the product
- Processing Results

Continuous Integration gives at least one huge plus for the tester. This is automation of regression testing. With a large project, there is a need to constantly run the same scopes of tests to be sure of the quality of the new code. This kind of testing slowly begins to cause disgust due to monotony and repetition. With CI tool, those tests will be done automatically on the CI server. Continuous Integration tool can be integrated with version control service used by a company. [29] Figures 4 and 5 depict examples of output from integrated CI tool.

![CI tool: example of successful message.](image)

Figure 4. CI tool: example of successful message.
Figure 5. CI tool: example of fail message.

Figure 4 shows successful message and Figure 5 – fail message. With CI tool, it will be clearly visible in version control service interface whether all checks have passed or were not successful and need to be fixed. Various Continuous Integration tools exist in the market. The following are top 8 CI tools according to Vladimir Pecanac [30].

3.4.1   Jenkins

Jenkins is a leading open source self-hosted CI server. It was firstly developed as Hudson, but then forked and renamed to Jenkins after Oracle acquired Sun Microsystems, including the rights to the trademarked name “Hudson” in 2011 [31].

It is written in Java, so it is portable on all major platforms. It has huge community and more than a thousand plugins available from Plugins Index [32]. Jenkins can be configured from web-based graphical user interface (GUI) or through console commands. Jenkins is a powerful and flexible system for automating tasks. It is used mainly as an automation framework, and most of the logic is implemented through libraries and plugins. Everything - from listening to webhooks and viewing repositories to creating an environment and supporting different programming languages - is handled by plugins. The process of continuous integration can depend on numerous third-party plugins, which on one hand provides flexibility, on the other - makes the environment too fragile. [33]
3.4.2 TeamCity

TeamCity is CI tool distributed by JetBrains. It is commercial software, but there is a free version available which includes all the features with limitations (20 configurations and 3 build agents) [34].

TeamCity includes such features as [35]:

- Pre-testing the code before committing. This prevents the possibility of committing program code containing errors that violates the normal assembly of the project, by remotely assembling the changes before the commit.
- The ability to produce multiple project builds at the same time, testing on different platforms and in different software environments.
- Integration with systems for evaluating code coverage, code inspection and code sniffing.
- Integration with popular development environments, such as Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA, Visual Studio.
- Instant notifications of build errors.
- Ability to run the build and test the changed code without committing to the version control system, directly from the IDE.
- Managing shared resources, allowing you to easily limit access to shared databases and test devices.
- Configurable conditions for dropping a build based on multiple metrics (the number of dropped tests, the number of uncovered classes and modules, and metrics that exclude degradation of code quality).
- Functionality to keep the server in an appropriate shape: built-in clean-up of assembly history, disk space reports and server health reports.

3.4.3 Travis CI

Travis CI is continuous integration tool for GitHub hosted projects. It has free version for open source projects and paid version for private projects. The advantage of the Travis CI is built-in support of Build matrix. Build matrix is a tool that makes it possible to perform tests using different versions of languages and dependencies. It has rich customization capabilities. If the project is wanted to be tested also with some development or alpha versions of packages, it is possible to set up build matrix in such way, that if there will be
a failure for such environments, the warning will be thrown, but the entire build will be not considered unsuccessful. [36]

3.4.4 GoCD

GoCD is a free of charge, but with paid support, continuous integration tool by ThoughtWorks. What distinguishes this CI tool from all others, is different implementation of pipelines. What is called pipeline in others CI tools, in GoCD is the equivalent of a single task. [37] Figure 6 represents the GoCD pipelines.

![Go CD pipelines](image)

*Figure 6. Go CD pipelines. Reprinted from Go. [38].*

As shown in Figure 6, each box is an entire pipeline that usually is chained and run in parallel with other pipelines. Furthermore, each pipeline can contain multiple sequential stages that can contain multiple parallel jobs which also can contain multiple sequential tasks. In other words, GoCD brings more level of abstraction and simplifies configuration process for complex projects. [37]

3.4.5 Bamboo

Bamboo is a paid (with free 30 days trial), self-hosted, continuous integration tool by Atlassian. It has great native support for other Atlassian products, JIRA project manager and Bitbucket git repository manager. But it also can be integrated with other git repository managers, such as GitHub or GitLab. [39]
3.4.6 GitLab CI

GitLab CI is a tool for continuous integration built into GitLab, a platform for hosting repositories and git development tools. Initially released as an independent project, GitLab CI was integrated into the main GitLab software with the release of GitLab 8.0 in September 2015 [40]. It can be used both when using gitlab.com website or self-hosted GitLab Community Edition or Enterprise Edition.

The configuration of GitLab CI is defined inside the file in the code repository itself using the YAML, human-readable data serialization format [41]. It supports multiple stages, manual deploys, environments, and variables. Then the work is sent to machines called runners, which are easy to configure and can use different operating systems. Each build can be divided into several jobs that run in parallel on several machines. When configuring runner servers, it is possible to select Docker, shell, VirtualBox, or Kubernetes to determine how tasks are run. [42]

The close connection of GitLab CI with the GitLab platform has certain implications for the use of the software. GitLab CI is not suitable for developers who use other platforms to host repositories. On the one hand, the integrated functionality allows GitLab users to customize the CI/CD environment without installing additional tools and provide a complete solution for the organization of the workflow out of the box. Figure 7 depicts workflow with GitLab CI.

![Figure 7. Workflow with GitLab CI. Reprinted from GitLab Documentation. [43]](image-url)
As illustrated in Figure 7, GitLab CI is closely integrated in GitLab platform and forms a complete solution for development process. A close relationship also allows you to distribute runner-servers between your projects, automatically view the current status of the release in the repository, and store the artifacts of the builds with the code that created them. [42]

3.4.7 CircleCI

CircleCI is a fully ready continuous integration solution that requires minimal configuration. It is a cloud based tool that has free (only one container instance is available) and paid versions. CircleCI can be integrated with GitHub or BitBucket. With CircleCI, it is possible to access projects, builds, and artifacts using the REST API. CircleCI caches third-party dependencies, which helps to avoid the constant installation of necessary environments. The artifacts are stored on the CI servers and it is possible to access them via SSH (Secure Shell). [44]

3.4.8 Codeship

Codeship is another hosted continuous integration tool, similar with CircleCI and Travis CI. It supports GitHub and BitBucket repositories [44]. It has only basic setup, no encryption of secret variables and Docker support only in Pro version. There are Pro and Basic paid plans and a free plan with up to 5 private projects and up to 100 builds per month [45].

3.5 Continuous Testing

If a company in the process of software development is guided by the principles of TDD (Test Driven Development) or at least uses tests to cover the main functionality of the application, most of these tests can be automated. With the help of CI tool, it is possible to automate unit tests, component tests, system tests, functional acceptance tests. However, usability and exploratory testing remain manually implemented. [46]

Automated testing provides several big advantages to developers. CI tools will run tests in the background in a different environment, so team can focus on other tasks. When working with some feature, the developer can overlook that this feature breaks some
other part of the project and by mistake submit this toxic code. With test automation, all tests suites will be launched at the time of the push to the repository and if any of the tests fail, the developer will receive a notification and be able to fix it before it merged and deployed to production. [47]

3.6 Current Tech Stack

The case organization of this study is EasyAntiCheat Oy. The company provides a holistic anti-cheat service for computer games, using hybrid anti-cheat mechanisms to counter hacking and cheating. The author of this thesis works in the company as a web developer in the web development team. The responsibilities include development and maintenance of frontend for the internal and customer portals and dashboards.

The Docker container platform is used to run the project both in production and locally for development. The project has a main image from which the new instance can be started. The consistency of the environment for developers and for production is maintained. Therefore, it can be said that the principles of DevOps configuration management are applied.

Nevertheless, most of the tasks during the process of development and deployment are made manually. The current development workflow includes the following steps:

- First, the developer implements some new feature.
- Next, he runs the tests locally to make sure that everything is working correctly.
- Then, he pushed new code to the repository and makes a merge request to the master branch.
- Another developer does the code review, pull the code locally, run tests and checks the new feature with the local development server.
- After that he accepts the merge request and pulls updated master branch.
- Then he runs the command to build Webpack bundles.
- After the bundles are built, they are sent to the production server and copied to the production container.
- And the last step, Docker container is restarted, and new release is complete.
This whole process takes a long time to proceed and has a number of project-specific aspects. Therefore, there is a need to start using a continuous integration tool to automate the process of testing and deployment. It is planned to set up the CI and transfer all scripts there so any member of the team can easily make the release.

### 3.7 Chosen Architecture and Technologies

The company security policy requires a self-hosted version of any CI tool. Also, since the GitLab git repository manager is used for version control, the second requirement for the continuous integration tool is to be compatible with GitLab. Considering these two requirements, Travis CI, GoCD, CircleCI, Codeship and Bamboo can be excluded from the list. Jenkins, TeamCity and GitLab CI are remaining. Jenkins is a free, open-source and highly customizable CI tool with considerable number of plugins available. Moreover, it is already used in company by other departments. TeamCity provides helpful metrics, pre-testing before committing, shared resource management for testing and deep integration with many IDEs, but it is not entirely free, the free plan is limited and most of the team uses text editors as Atom or Visual Studio Code instead of IDEs. GitLab CI is already built-in in GitLab and does not have any additional costs. Even though it does not have all the configuration options that Jenkins has, it has all the features that will be needed for integration with the current project setup. Finally, it has a clear and understandable user interface.

GitLab CI was chosen as the most suitable tool for the project needs continuous integration tool and the next chapter covers the process of integration of GitLab CI with the project.
4 Implementation

4.1 Integration with GitLab, Test Automation

To set up GitLab CI, GitLab runner is needed. GitLab Runner is a tool build by GitLab which is used to run user jobs. It is preferable to install GitLab Runner on a separate server, not on the same one on which the GitLab itself is running. GitLab Runner can be installed and used on all most popular operating systems (GNU/Linux, macOS, FreeBSD and Windows) and also can be installed using Docker. It was decided to use Docker.

To install a runner, Docker should be installed, and gitlab-runner container should be mounted from Docker Hub. It is a multi runner, that will be used to register private runners and store their configuration. The installation was done by establishing SSH connection to the server, that will be used for continuous integration, and running Docker console commands [48]. After the necessary software is installed, the private runner can be registered. GitLab Runner utility provides a console command, that can be used to register a new runner [49]. Figure 8 depicts the process of registering a new GitLab Runner using console.

![Figure 8. GitLab Runner setup.](image-url)
As shown in Figure 8, after running command, user is asked for GitLab instance URL (Uniform Resource Locator), GitLab token, runner description and some other project specific parameters through command line interface to make a basic setup.

Since the company's GitLab instance is hosted locally, its IP address is needed to be added to extra hosts. It is possible to modify runner configuration and add additional parameters after registration. Configuration for all registered runners is located in `config.toml` file and can be viewed and modified. Figure 9 represents an opened GitLab runner configuration.

![Figure 9. GitLab runner configuration.](image)

As shown in Figure 9, there are one runner registered now and using GNU nano text editor [50], which is usually built-in in Linux distributions, new parameter `extra_hosts` was added.

Then the SSH connection can be closed and all the following steps can be done using GitLab web interface. The runner is available in settings under the Pipeline tab. Figure 10 represents how the registered runner is shown in GitLab interface on GitLab pipelines configuration page.
As can be seen in Figure 10, the status of the runner is indicated by the color circle before the runner id. Green circle means that runner is active. If for some reason the circle is red, it means that the runner is offline. In such cases it is needed to check whether the CI server is up and running and the GitLab Runner process is running. It is also possible to assign tags to the runner to make clear for which jobs this runner can be used.

When there is at least one runner and it is active, the pipeline for the project can be established. The optimal way to do it is to create a new branch from the master branch to do all the setup, commit changes, check if everything works properly and then make a merge request back to the master branch. It can be named gitlab-ci. One of the advantages of GitLab CI is that only one file with configuration is needed to start the pipeline and run jobs. It is possible have different configuration files in different branches and what is most important, those changes will not affect the old branches. The configuration file should be placed in the root directory of the project and named .gitlab-ci.yml. The configuration file is in YAML. This file should include all the pipeline. Figure 11 shows GitLab file editor interface with .gitlab-ci.yml file opened. It has simple templates for different environments, so it is easy to pick one as starting point.
Listing 1 presents a simple pipeline configuration file that was added to the project. It has one job, which is to go to the frontend folder, install all the dependencies and run unit tests. The commands are run using Yarn package manager [52] command line interface [53] which is used in the project to manage dependencies and run predefined scripts.

```yaml
image:
  node

stages:
  - test

test:
  stage: test
  script:
    - cd front
    - yarn install
    - yarn test
```

Listing 1. GitLab CI initial configuration.
When the changes are committed and pushed to the GitLab, the new job with “running” status will appear on Pipelines page. The runner pulled all the code for current branch and started the job. Figure 12 shows GitLab CI job with running status.

![Figure 12. GitLab CI job with running status.](image)

There is also the possibility to see console output by clicking on job status. When the runner finished, it sends a response back to GitLab and the job status changes to “passed”, which means that the job completed successfully. Figure 13 depicts GitLab CI job with passed status.

![Figure 13. GitLab CI job with passed status.](image)

GitLab Continuous Integration is fully integrated with GitLab. And if any branch or commit has pipeline configuration and requires to run any jobs, it will be indicated with a small icon every time the branch or commit is mentioned in the GitLab interface. Figure 14 shows small indication of pipeline status, that can be visible from branch page.

![Figure 14. Indication of pipeline status on a branch page.](image)

After every new push to the repository, the runner pulls new code and runs scripts. The next step is to configure stages and add other important parameters to the configuration. First, caching should be added. Since the project has a lot of dependencies, the process of downloading all the dependencies can be very time consuming. It is not effective to download them every time the new pipeline starts. There should be a way to download the dependencies only once and then update if necessary, the same way as in the local
environment during development. GitLab configuration has a cache option for this purpose [54]. The project dependencies are located in node_modules folder. To add this folder to cache, path to the folder should be added to cache paths. Listing 2 shows how to add node_modules folder to runner’s cache.

```yaml
cache:
  paths:
    - front/node_modules/
```

*Listing 2. Adding cache to GitLab CI configuration.*

If the same scripts are needed to be run before or after every job, there are before_script and after_script GitLab options [54]. The scripts that written in before_script, will be run before all jobs, including deploy jobs, but after the restoration of artifacts. The scripts from after_script will be run after every job. The project does not require any scripts to be run after the jobs, but there is one command that should be run before each job. Listing 3 shows setup of before_script for the project.

```yaml
before_script:
  - cd front
```

*Listing 3. Adding before_script option to GitLab CI configuration.*

As presented in Listing 3, the command to go to the frontend folder were moved from test stage script to before_script, because all the frontend tasks are run from this directory.

4.2 Deployment Automation

The setup for automated testing is ready. The next step is to set up Continuous Delivery. This process includes build and deploy stages. Also, to make the pipeline clear, the test stage from the previous configuration is divided into install and test stages. The pipeline can be described as follows: install or update dependencies, then if the
dependencies were installed successfully run tests, then if all tests passed build production bundles, then ship those bundles to production server. In GitLab configuration, jobs and stages can be named differently and stage can have multiple jobs, which are run in parallel. Listing 4 shows new install stage, which has yarn-install job and new build stage.

```
stages:
  - install
  - test
  - build

yarn-install:
  stage: install
  script:
    - yarn install

test:
  stage: test
  script:
    - yarn test

build:
  stage: build
  script:
    - yarn build
  artifacts:
    paths:
      - dist/
```

Listing 4. New install and build stages.

As shown in Figure 4, build stage contains artifacts option. When building bundles, a new file for every bundle is generated and saved to the dist folder. Then those files should be transferred to the server. All the files generated during the job are accessible only inside this job. To make them accessible from outside the job, path to the files or list of file paths are specified under the GitLab artifacts option. The artifacts will be available to all later jobs and also for download on the Pipelines page. After pushing new changes of the configuration file to GitLab, the pipeline status of the branch updates. Figure 15 shows updated representation of the pipeline.
As presented in Figure 15, now GitLab pipeline includes three stages in order that was described previously in stages parameter in Listing 4.

The production servers are run using Amazon Web Services. The project backend is written in Python and it uses `awscli` Python tool to connect to the Amazon instance. The same tool is used to transfer frontend production bundles from artifacts folder to Amazon instance. For this job, a different image should be used, because Python is not available in the node image. It is possible to specify different image in the GitLab configuration. The image parameter with a new image name should be added under the job. Listing 5 shows deploy stage configuration.

```yaml
stages:
  - install
  - test
  - build
  - deploy

amazon-deploy:
  image: python
  stage: deploy
  script:
    - pip install awscli
    - aws s3 cp dist/ s3://<bucket_name>/ --recursive
```

Listing 5. Deploy stage.
As presented in Listing 5, the updated configuration includes new `deploy` stage and `amazon-deploy` job, which uses `python` image. To get access to the Amazon instance, `AWS_ACCESS_KEY_ID` and `AWS_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY` should be provided. They can be added using variables section in configuration. Listing 6 shows how variables can be defined in GitLab CI configuration file.

```yaml
variables:
  variable1: value1
  variable2: value2
  ...
```

*Listing 6. Definition of variables in GitLab CI configuration.*

As illustrated in Listing 6, any variables can be added using variables section. But it is not recommended to use this section for secret variables as it is not secure [54]. Secret variables should not be stored anywhere in the repository. GitLab has a special place for storing secret variables. They can be added in Pipeline settings. Figure 16 shows GitLab interface for adding secret variables.

![Figure 16. Interface for adding secret variables.](image)

Before the GitLab CI configuration updates were pushed to GitLab, it should be specified that `build` and `deploy` stages should be triggered only for the master branch. GitLab has `only` and `except` parameters, that define whether to run a specific job or not. It can be defined by passing keywords, regex or just branch name to those parameters [54]. Listing 7 shows what should be added both to `build` and `deploy` stages.
When a merge request is merged to master branch, it not always needed to deploy immediately to production. With GitLab CI it is possible have postpone a job, so it will be waiting for pressing a play button to run. To apply this behavior, when GitLab parameter is used. It can specify whether to run job on success, on failure, always or manually. In the project, this parameter is set to “manual”, so when some feature branch is merged to master, it installs the dependencies, runs tests, builds production bundles and then wait for user interaction to deploy everything to production. Figure 17 depicts GitLab CI manual job.

As can be seen in Figure 17, the job is skipped and shown on Jobs page with “manual” status. It has play button from the right side, so it can be run directly from the GitLab interface.

After adding all the necessary stages and setting the parameters, the configuration can be merged to the master branch. Listing 8 represents the result version of GitLab CI configuration file.

```yaml
only:
  - master
```

*Listing 7. Adding only option to GitLab CI configuration.*
As illustrated in Listing 8, the complete GitLab CI configuration for the project includes four stages: install, test, build and deploy; specifies cache paths, the order of stages and in which conditions each job should be run.
When all the changes are pushed to GitLab and merge request to master is created, it can be noticed that the merge request page has new elements and looks slightly different in comparison with previous ones. Now the merge request page also shows the status of the pipeline. Figure 18 depict merge request page with the running pipeline.

**Figure 18. GitLab merge request: running status.**

As shown in Figure 18, the page shows pipeline status and different submit button. Instead of asking to merge immediately, it asks to merge only when the pipeline succeeds. After the pipeline succeeds, the merge request page is updated. Figure 19 illustrates merge request page with passed status.

**Figure 19. GitLab merge request: passed status.**
As can be seen in Figure 19, after all stages are finished, it is indicated in the interface, that the pipeline is passed, and the branch can be successfully merged. But what if some breaking changes to the feature branch are pushed? Figure 20 shows merge request page with error status.

![GitLab merge request: error status.](image)

As illustrated in Figure 20, if there are some breaking changes, the status of the pipeline is changed to “failed” and submit button becomes red. It is still possible to accept such merge request, but the developer and the code reviewer are warned that this merge is undesirable, and it will be better to fix the errors first.

### 4.3 Integration with Other Services

GitLab CI can be integrated with different services. There is some built-in support for popular messengers, issue trackers, other CI tools, and webhooks for other services. GitLab webhooks allow to send a POST request with data to the webhook URL if there is any specific event happens. It supports GitLab events such as pushes, merge requests, as well as GitLab CI events such as pipeline status updates. [55]
Mattermost messenger [56] is used in the case company for internal communication. To integrate GitLab with Mattermost, an incoming webhook integration should be added in Mattermost settings. After that, on GitLab Integrations page, Mattermost pipeline notifications can be enabled by activating Pipeline Trigger. Figures 21 and 22 shows possible Mattermost messages received from GitLab CI.

**Figure 21. Mattermost success message.**

**Figure 22. Mattermost fail message.**

As can be seen from Figure 21 and 22, the message includes the pipeline status and the name of the branch. Additionally, the pipeline status is indicated by color: green for passed pipelines and red for failed pipelines. The message also includes the name of the user, who created the branch or made the merge request, so he gets a notification immediately after any pipeline status change. It can be helpful especially in the case when a pipeline fails, then the user can quickly start working on fixing bugs and update the branch with fixes.
5 Results

As a result, automation of testing, building and deployment were achieved. The company’s web-services GitLab repository is now integrated with GitLab CI. The continuous integration pipeline was setup for the project, which allows to improve and simplify the flow of development and shipping changes to production.

5.1 Description of New Workflow

In comparison with the earlier workflow, the delivery process is simplified by removing manual tasks and describing the entire procedure with all the necessary stages and commands in the configuration. The configuration is stored in one file in master branch. Now, when a developer creates a new feature branch, he will have a configuration file included. During the development, on every push to the repository, GitLab CI will start pipeline and run tests. The pipeline will be also started on merge request to master branch when the feature is ready. If the pipeline is passed, another developer will make a code review and accept the merge request. After merging the feature branch to the master branch, on Jobs page, there will be a play button available to run deploy stage and ship the new feature to production.

5.2 Possible Improvements

The main improvement would be to add a staging environment. It will require a separate server. GitLab allows creating different environments [57]. Staging can be configured two ways. One way is to have one staging branch that will be automatically deployed to the staging server. Thus, every feature branch will be merged to the staging branch and only after undergoing tests staging branch will be merged to master branch. And the second way is to have staging for every feature branch. The second way is preferable, but it requires more resources.

Another improvement can be integration with Mattermost slash commands [58]. It will add additional interface to perform common tasks, and it will allow to respond faster if a problem is detected and rollback is needed.
During this project, a new major version of GitLab was released. This version includes a new product called Auto DevOps [59]. Auto DevOps is built on top of GitLab CI and includes auto build, auto test, auto code quality, auto review app, auto deploy and auto monitoring functionality out of the box. If Auto DevOps is enabled in project settings, then GitLab CI will automatically detect which language is used for application and which tools are used. For example, if there is a Dockerfile in the repository, then it will use `docker build` command to create a Docker image. Currently, this feature is in Beta and not recommended for production use. But it might be an interesting solution and worth switching after it gets stable, because it uses best practices of CI/CD configuration.
6 Discussion

The current study describes the DevOps principles and workflow. The results of the study prove that the implementation of the DevOps practices makes the development process more understandable and effective. The principles of DevOps can be applied to any team, since the principles do not depend on the language, and the tools used for continuous integration and continuous delivery, support various languages and technologies.

Eight CI tools were described and compared in the study. The main contenders were Jenkins and GitLab CI. Even though Jenkins has more functionality and it is more customizable, GitLab CI was chosen because it has better integration with the company GitLab, a set of required options, a simpler setup, and user-friendly interface.

After completing the practical part, the changes were evaluated. It was noticed by the team that less time is spent for testing and it becomes easier to do code reviews, because GitLab CI runs all the tests in background and indicates their status on merge request page. Also, the CI tool helps to keep track of current changes. After some amount of work is done and several commits are pushed to the repository, it notifies in the messenger whether all the tests have passed successfully. Another benefit is that the CI tool helps to avoid mistakes, a person can miss something, but the machine works automatically.

Before the continuous integration tool was added to the project, Docker and Vagrant were already in use. All the developers had the same development environment on their working machines, but the testing and deploy processes were done manually. By using GitLab CI, it was possible to achieve automation and this gap is filled.

The integration of the continuous integration tool and the configuration of the pipeline made a significant impact on the development process of the company's web services. Earlier, the deployment process was complex and required multiple manual tasks. Now all the settings and scripts are stored directly in the project’s GitLab repository and any member of the team can make a release. This is especially important in connection with the fact that the company is growing, and new developers are joining the team.
7 Conclusions

The goal of the final year project was to integrate continuous integration system into the ongoing project to provide continuous testing and continuous delivery. The objective of the project was met successfully. CI tool was integrated with the version control system and a continuous delivery pipeline was configured. Although there are still opportunities for further enhancements of the pipeline, such as adding a staging server and improving the test coverage.

This study shows how the use of the DevOps principles can change the workflow in the company. Even though the release process itself takes the same amount of time, this time is not taken from developers, but the process is running on background on a CI server and the team get a notification when the release is ready. Thereby developers can spend more time on implementing new features. It also affects product stability because the new version will never be released if there are any test failures. All this together allows the company to optimize the development process, and react more quickly to changing markets and customer demands.
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